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Abstract. We show that if twoj’inife Kripke structures can be distinguished by some CTL* formula 
that contains both branchin -time and linear-time operators, then the structures cart be distin- 

hat contains only branching-tirrre operators. Our proof involves 
showing that, for any finite Kripke structure M, it is possible to construct a CTL formula FM that 
uniquely characterizes M. Since one Kripke structure may be a trivial unrolling of another, we 
use a notion of equivalence between Kripke structures that is simrlar to the notion of bisimulurion 
studied by Milner [ 151. 

Our first construction of &, requires the use of the nexttime operator. We also consider the 
case in which the nexttime operator is disallowed in CTL formulas. The proof, !n this case, 
requires another notion of equivalence-equir&ence with mspect to stuttering and is much more 
difficult since it is possible for two inequivalent states to have exactly the same finite behaviors 
(modulo stuttering), but different infinite behaviors. We also give a polynomial algorithm for 
determining if two structures are stuttering equivalent and discuss the relevance of our results for 
temporal logic model checking and synthesis procedures. 

1. Introduction 

The question of whether branching-time temporal logic 31 linear-time temporal 
logic is best for reasoning about concurrent programs is one of the most controversial 
issues in logics of programs. Concurrent programs are usually modellcd by labelled 
state-transition graphs in which some state is designated as the initial state. For 
historical reasons such graphs are called Kripke structures [II]. In linear temporal 
logic, operators are provided for describing events along a single time path (i.e., 
along a single path in a Kripke structure). In a branching-time logic the temporal 
operators quantify over the futures that are possible from a given state (i.e., over 
the possible paths that lead from a state). It is well known that the two types of 
temporal logic have different expressive powers 16,121. Linear temporal logic, for 
example, can express certain fairness properties that cannot be expressed in branch- 
ing-time temporal logic. On the other hand, certain practical decision problems like 
model checking [5,20] are easier for branching-time temporal logic than for linear 
temporal logic. 

* This research was partially supported by NSF Grant MCS-82-16706. The third author, 0. Griimberg, 
y on leave from Technio:;, Haifa and is partially supported by a Weizmann postdoctoral 

fellowship. 
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In this paper we provide further insight on w 

that if two finite Kripke structures can 
mains both branching-time and linear-time operators, then the 

formula that contains only branchi 
thdt if two finite pke structures can be distin 

of the logic CTL il,e., if there is some CTL* formula 
in the other), then they can be distin 

ic CTL* [S, 61 is a very powerfu 
time and linear-time operators; a 
(“for some paths”) can prefix an assertion composed of arbitrary combinations of 
the usual linear-time operators G (*‘always”), F (“sometimes”), X (“nexttime”), 
and IJ (“until”). CTL [2,4] is a restricted subset of CTL* that permits only 
branching-time aperators-each pa& quantifier must be immediately followed by 
exactly one of the rs 6, F, Ii, n-t U. 

Our goal is to at, for any finite Kripke structure A& it is possible to 
construct a CTL formula FM that uniquely characterizes A& Since one Kripke 
structure may be a trivial unrolling of another, we use a notion of equivalence 
between Kripke structures that is similar to the notion of bisimuhion studied by 
Milner [ 1 S]. We say that states s and s’ are equiwlent if they have the same labelling 
of atomic propositions and for each transition from one of the two states to some 
state t there is a corresponding transition from the other state to a state t’ that is 
equivalent to & Two Kripke structures are equivalent if their initial states are 
equivalent. It is not difficult to prove that if two Kripke structures are equivalent, 
then their initial states must satisfy the same CTL* formulas. 

An obvious first attempt to co FM is simply to write a CTL formula that 
specifies the transition relation of For each state s in 1M we include in FM a 
conjunct of the form 

where s I ). . . 9 s, are the successors of s and 2Z( t) is the labelling of atomic proposi- 
sociated with state t. It is easy to see, however, that this simple approach 

ork in general: several states in 1”d may have exactly the same labelling of 
atomic propositions. 

Instead, we first show that it is possible to write a CTL formula that will distinguish 
between two states in the same structure that are not equivalent according to the 
above definition. Two inequivalent states may have exactly the same labelling of 
atomic propositions, they may even have corresponding successors, but the computa- 
tion trees rooted at those states must differ at some finite depth. The difference in 

e computation trees can be exploited to give a CTL formula that distinguishes 
tween the states. Since equivalent states satisfy the same CTL* formulas, it follows 

two states can be distinguished by a CTL* formula, they can be distinguis 
ivalent states in the s 



structure, we can write a single CTL formula that encodes the entire Kripke structure; 
this formula is the F’ that we seek. 

The above construction requires the use of the nexttime operator in specifying 
FM* In reasoning about concurrent systems, however, the nexttime operator may 
be dangerous since it refers to the glo6aZ next state instead of the local next sta 
within a process [13]. What happens if we disallow the nexttime operator in C 
formulas? The proof, in this case, requires another notion of equivalence- 
equivalence with respect to stuttering. We say that two state sequences correspond if 
each can be partitioned into finite blocks of identically labelled states such that 
each state in the ith block in one sequence is equivalent to each state in the ith 
block of the other sequence. Thus, duplicating some e in a sequence any finite 

number of times will always result in a correspondi quence. We say that two 

states are equivalent if for each state sequence starting at one there is a corresponding 
state sequence that starts at the other. Under this second notion of equivalence the 
proc c of the characterization theorem becomes much more complicated since it is 
possible for two inequivalent states to have exactly the same finite behaviors (module 
stuttering), but different infinite behaviors. 

Equivalence under stuttering turns out to be quite useful for reasoning about 
hierarchically constructed concurrent systems. In determining the correctness of 
such a system by using a technique like temporal logic model checking [ 1,3,4, 5, 
14,16,19,20,21], it is often desirable to replace a low-level module by an equivalent 
structure with fewer states. Our results show how this can be done while preserving 
all of those properties that are invariant under stuttering. We give polynomial 
algorithms both for determining if two structures are equivalent with respect to 
stuttering and for minimizing the number of states in a given structure under this 
notion of equivalence. 

Finally, our results have some interesting implications for the problem of synthesiz- 
ing finite-state concurrent systems from temporal logic specifications [4,17]. In 
order to guarantee that any Kripke structure can be synthesized from a specification 
in linear temporal logic, Wolper [22] was forced to introduce more complicated 
operators based on regular expressions. Our results show that (at least in theory) 
no such extension is necessary for branching-time temporal logic. Any Kripke 
structure can be specified directly by a formula of branching-time logic. 

The expressive power of various temporal logics has bee discussed in several 

papers; see [6,12], for example. Hennessy and Milner [9], ennessy and Stirling 
[lo], Graf and Sifakis [8], and Pnueli [ 181 have all discussed the relationship 
between temporal logic and various notions of equivale ce between models of 
concurrent programs. However, we believe that we are t first to show that it is 
possible to characterize Kripke models within branching-time logic and to investigate 
the consequences of this result. 

Our paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe the lo&s CTL an 
CTL*. In Section 3, we state formally what it means for two states in a 
structure to be e uivalent and prove that equivalent states satisfy exactly th 
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CTL* fo ection 3 also contains the first of the two main results of the paper: 

we show to characterize Kripke structures using CTL formulas with t 
operator. Section 4 introduces the second notion of equivalence (equivalence with 
respect to stuttering) and shows that if the nexttime operator is disallowed, then 
equivalent states again satisfy exactly the same CTL* formulas. We also extend the 
characterization theorem of Section 3 to Kripke structures with the new notion of 
equivalence. In Section 5 we give ab polynomial algorithm for determining if two 
states are equivalent up to stuttering. The paper concludes in Section 6 with a 
discussion of some remaining open problems. 

There are two types of formu?as in CTL”: state formulas (which are true in a 
specific state) and path formulas (which are true along a specific path). Let AP be 
the set of atomic proposition names. A state formula is either: 

AifAEAP; 
if f and g are state formulas, then if and f v g are state formulas; 
if f is a path formula, then E(f) is a state formula. 

A path formula is either 
a state formula; 
if f and g are path formulas, then -I& f v g, Xf, and fUg are path formulas. 
CTL* is the set of state formulas generated by the above rules. 
CTL is a subset of CTL* in which we restrict the path formulas to be 
if f and g are state formulas, then Xf and fug are path formulas; 
if f is a path formula, then so is l$ 
We define the semantics of both logics with respect to a structure M = (S, R, JZ), 

where 
S is a set of states; 
R G S x S is the transition relation, which must be total; we write s1 + s2 to indicate 
that (s, 9 s2) E R; 

) is the proposition labelling. 
ise stated, all of our results apply only to finite Xripke structures. 

We only consider transition relations where every state is reachable from the 
initial state. We define a path in Ad to be a sequence of states, IT = so, sl, . . . such 
that, for every i 2 0, sj + si+, . d will denote the suflx 0 ’ ;~r starting at Si. 

use the standard notation to indicate that a state fcnnulaf holds in a structure: 
s+f means that f holds at state s in structure M. Similarly, if f is a path formula, 
pl=f means thatf holds along path rr in structure M. The relation t= is inductively 

defined as follows (assuming that fi and f2 are state formulas and g1 and g2 are 
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(3) 
(4 
(9 
(6) 
m 
(8) 
(9) 

(g,)ethere exists a path w starting with s such that +g, . 
?rl=Jl@ s is the first state of z and skf8. 
7rI=1g1 e 7rFg,. 

d=g, v gze al=g, or wtg,. 

d=xg*e dcgl. 

d=gJLJg+there exists a k 20 such that &=g2 and, for all Osi c h-g,. 

We will also use the following abbreviations in writing CTL* (and CTL) formulas: 

f n g = l(lf VTd, Ff = true Uf, 

. A(f) = lE(lf), e Gf = lF-$ 

3. Equivalence of Kripke structures 

Given two structures Mand M’ with the same set of atomic propositions ,we 
define a sequence of equivalence relations E,, El, . . . on S x S’ as follows: 

s E. s’ if and only if P(s) = 2( s’); 
@ s En+, s’ if and only if 

- 2?(s) = B!?(s’), 
- Vs,[s + s+~s~[s’+ si A s1 En s’,]], and 
- Vs;[s’+ s;=$~s,[s + s1 A s1 E,, s:]]. 
Now, we define our notion of equivalence between states: s Es’ if and only if 

s Ei s’ for all i 3 0. Furthermore, we say that M with initial state so is equivalent to 
M’ with initial state sI, iff so E s& Two paths s, s1 9 . . . and s’, s’,, . . . correspond if 
s Es’ and Vi[si Es:]. Also note that if two paths correspond, so do all the respective 
pairs of tails. 

Lemma 3.1. Let s Es’; then for every path starting from s there exists a corresponding 
path starting from s’, and for erery path starting from s’ there exists a corresponding 
path starting from s. 

Proof. Note first that En+, _ c En for all n 2 0. Since E. is finite, there must be a k 
such that Ek+l = Ek = E. Thus, we can substitute E for Ek in the definition of &+l 
giving s Es’ if and only if 

9(s) = z!?(s’), 
Vs,[s + s1~3s~[s’+ si A s1 E si]], and 
Vs;[s’+ s+3sI[s + s1 A s1 Es;]]. 
The remainder of the proof is a straightforward induction on the 

path. q 
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3.2. Ifs E s’, then Vf f CTL 

This theorem is a consequence of the following lemma. 

a 3.3. Let h be either a state formula or a path form 
M and w’= s’, si, . . . be a corresponding path in 

(i) sl=h@s’l=h ifh is a state formula, and 
(ii) mi=ha?r’l=h ifh is a path formula 

Q=s,s#,... be a 

f. We prove the lemma by induction on the structure of h. 
Base: h = A. By the definition of E, sI=A~s’i=A. 
Induction: There are several cases. 
(1) h = lhl ) a state formula. 

si=h c4 sfifh, 

e s’I# hl (induction hypothesis) 

e s”#=h 

The same reasoning holds if h is a path formula. 
(t”) h = hl v hz, a state formula. 

sk=h e sl=h, or sl=h, 

G+ s’I= hl or s’!= h2 (induction hypothesis) 

simplifying h by dropping this operator. So 

mt=h e st=h, 

@ s’b h, (induction hypothesis) 

+ ?r”#=h. 

e reverse direction is similar. 
(5) h= I, a pat 

We can also use this argument if h is a path formula. 
(h,), a state formula. Suppose that sI= h. Then there is a path, ml starting 

with s such that rrJ= By Lemma 3.1, there is a corresponding path or: in M’ 
y the induction hypothesis, tr+ hl e ?r+ hl . Therefore, 

We can use the same argument in the other direction. 
(4) h = hl 9 where h is a path formula and h, is a state formula. Although the 

lengths of h and hl are the same, we can imagine that h = pa&( h,), where path is 
an operator which converts a state formula into a path formula. Therefore, we are 

now 

f the nexttime operator, Ir’t= hl . 
erefore, esis, 
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We can use the same argument in the other direction. 
(6) h = hlUhl, a path rmula. Suppose that d=h,Uh2. By the definition of the 

until operator, there is a k such that IrkI= h2 and for all Osj < AY, &=h, . Since e 
and V’ correspond, so do & and & for any j. Therefore, by the inductive 
?r’kl= hz and Ir@f= hl for all 0s j C k. Therefore, Ir’C= h. 

We can use the same argume 

Another property of two equivalent states is that they both have corresponding 
computation trees. For every s E S, Tr,(s) is the computation tree of depth n rooted 
at s. Formally, TrO(s) consists of a single node which has the same label as s. Tr,+,( s) 
has as its root a node m with the same label as s. If s has successors sl, . . . , sp in 
the Kripke structure, then node m will have subtrees Tr,(s,), . . . , Tr,(s,). 

Two trees Tr,(s) and Tr,(s’) correspond (denoted Tr,,( s) = Tr,(s’)) if and only 
0th of their roots have the same label and for every subtree of depth n - 1 of 

the root of one, it is possible to find a corresponding subtree of the root of the other. 

Lemma 3.4. s only if Trj(s) s Trj(s’) for all j s n. 

Ik 3.5. Given a finite set of states sl, . . . , s,,, there exists a c such that if two 
states st and sj are not E-equivalent, then Tr,(si) and Tr,(sj) will not correspond. 

We will call the minimal such value of c for S the characteristic number of the 
structure. 

We associate a CTL formula with a tree Tr,(s) as follows: 
flTrO(s)] = (pl A l l l hp,) A (lqr l l l lqv), where 28’(s) = {pt , . . , P_,} and 

~-~(S)=~q1.*42*~; 
o W’rn+,(s)l= (A i EXWT’rAsdI) A 

successor of s. 
(Vi S[Ttn(si)]) A flTrO(s)], where Si is a 

Lemma 3.6. sC flTr,(s)] for all n 3 0. 

Lemma 3.7. If sb flTr,( s’)], then Tr,,(s) = Tr,(s’). 

ProQf. e proof is by induction on n. The basis case is trivial. Thus, we assume 
that n>O. Let sl,s2,. . . , sp be the sons of s in Tr,(s) and s:, s$ . , si be the sons 
of s’ in Tr,(s’). 

It is easy to see that s and s’ have the same labelling of atomic propositions. 
must show that Tr,_,(siJ corresponds to some Tr,- Since si= @Trn (s’)], 
(Vi fiTr,_&,!)]). Since SiO k a successor of S, Siok n-r(sjo)] for some jb. 

Hence, Tr”-l(si,,) s Tm,#,,) by our inductive hypothesis. 
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Lemma 3.8. If s is a state in a Kripke structure M, then there is a CTL formula 
%[ M, s) that determines s up to E-equivalence within 
in every state in M that is E-equivalent to s, but false in every state in 

equivalent to s. 

Proof. We choose %( s) = qTr,(s)] where c is the characteristic number of M. 
%( M, s) is true in s and hence in all states E-equivalent to s. Let s’ be a state that 
is not E-equivalent to s; then Tr,(s) + Tr,(s’). Hence, by Lemma 3.7, 
s’I# %( M, s). •I 

Theorem 3.9. Given a Kripke structure M with initial state so, there is a CTL formula 
F( M, so) that characterizes that structure up to E-equivalence, ie., M’, &I= F( M, so)e 
so Es& 

roof. For any state s in M, let sl, . . . , sp be the successors of s. We define 

G(M, s) = A@ 
( 

%?( S) + /\ EXW( M, si) h AX V %(M, si) l 

i i > 

G(M, s) describes all of the possible transitions from s. F( M, so) is the formula 
%( M, so) A A, G(M, s). If two structures M, so and M’, sh are equivalent, then, by 
Theorem 3.2, they satisfy the same formulas. Since M, soI= F( M, so), so does M’, s& 

For the other direction we show by induction on n that if M’, s$=F(M, so)$ then 
Tr,( so) = Tr, (s&) for all n 3 0. By Lemma 3.4, the two structures are then E- 
equivalent. q 

Corollary 3.10. Given two structures M and M’ with initial states so and sb respectively, 
so Es& if and only if Vf E CTL*[ M, soI=f @ M’, s$=fJ. 

Corollary 3.11. Given two structures M and M’ with initial states so and s& respectively, 
if there is a formula of CTL” that is true in one and false in the other, then there is 
also a formula of CTL that is true in the one and false in the other. 

We will illustrate our method of characterizing Kripke structures with the example 
in Fig. 1. The characteristic number of this structure is 1 since Tro(so) + Tro(s2), 
Tro(s,) + Tro(s,), and Tr,(so) + Tr,(s,). Let 

~~)=a~~b~EX(a~~~b)~EX(~a~b)nAX(an~bv~a~~b), 
%(M, s,) = a A ib A EX(a A lb) A AX(a A lb), 
%(M&)=~~A~AEX(~A~~)AAX(~A~~). 

We can now state the formula that characterizes this structure: 

A AG( %(M, s,)+EX%(M, sl) A EX%(M, s2) 
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Sl SP 

Fig. 1. A Kripke structure in which every other state is labelled A. 

4. Equivalence with respect to stuttering 

We first define what it means for two Kripke structures to be equivalent with 
respect to stuttering. Given two structures M and M’ with the same set of atomic 
propositions, we define a sequence of equivalence relations E,, El, . . . on S x S’ as 
follows: 
0 

0 

s E0 s’ if and only if S(s) = S’(s’). 
s E,+, s’ if and only if 
(1) for every path v in M that starts in s there is a path 7~’ in M’ that starts in 
s’, a partition B& . . . of tr, and a partition &I35 . . . of W’ such that, for all j E N, 
Bj and Bj are both nonempty and finite, and every state in Bj is En-related to 
every state in B,!, and 
(2) for every path T’ in M’ starting in s’ there is a path rr in M starting in s that 
satisfies the same condition as in (1). 
We will say that two paths v and IT’ s-correspond if they satisfy condition (1) above. 
Our notion of equivalence with respect to stuttering is defined as follows: s Es’ if 

and only if s Ei s’ for all i 3 0. Furthermore, we say that M with initial state so is 
equivalent to M’ with initial state s& if so Es&. 

Lemma 4.1. Given two Kripke structures M and M’, there exists an 1 such that 
QsQs’ [s EI s’ i$s Es’]. 

Proof. By the definition of E 1+1, s E,,, s’*s E,s’, so Eoz El 2 E2 2 l l l . Ekce M 
and M’ are both finite, E. must be finite as well, so only a finite number of these 
containments can be proper. Let EI be the last relation that is properly included in 
El-, . By the definition of proper containment, Qm > Z[ E, = EJ, so s EI ~‘3s E, s’ 
for m 2 I. Since 

sE,s’ * s El_* s’ * s E,+ s’ * 9 l 0, 

we have s E, s’*Vm[s E, s’], so s El E’*S Es’. The other direction is trivial. •l 

Ifs Es’, then for every CTL* formula f without the nextt 
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The proof is simi!ar to that of Theorem 3.2. 

Lemma 4.3. Given a Kripk stmchrre M, for every state s E M there is a CTL fofmda 

V(M,s) such that VteM[tt%(M,s) iffsEt]. 

&oof. We will prove this by induction on 1: 

o If T(S El &, then there is a CTL formula d,(s, t) such that Vtr E 
M[s El v+vcd,(s, t)] and Wd,(s, t). 

0 For every state s E M9 there is a CTL formula ‘%I( M, s) such that for every t E M, 
tk %$( M, s) iff s Et t. 
d3(s, t) is a formula that distinguishes between t and states equivalent to s within 

the structure M, and 2$( M, s) is a formula that characterizes E,-equivalence to state 
s within M. 

If we let %?#( M, s) be a conjunction of %,-,( M, s) and dr(s, t) for every t that is 
not Errelated to s, the seoond assertion follows easily. By Lemma 4.1, this condition 
implies that the lemma is true. Now it is necessary to show how to construct d,(s, t) 
by induction on L 

Basis (I = 0): Let {pi} be the set of atomic propositions in 5?(s) and {qi} be the 
set of atomic propositions in AP - 2(s). Now, let 

%(M s) = MS, t) = A Pi n A 1%. 
i i 

-: is clear that this formula is only true in states with the same labelling of atomic 
propositions as s. Therefore, the base case is established. 

Induction: Assume that the result is true for l. We will show it for I + 1. 
Since -J(S El+, ti, either there is a path from s without an s-corresponding path 

from t, or vice versa. In the latter case, we will use the argument below to find a 
d*+,(t, s) such that tl=d,+,( t, s) and s8edr+l( t, s). We ovan negate this formula to get 
the desired dl+,(s, t). 

If there is a path from s without an s-corresponding path from t, we can divide 
this path into blocks ( B1 B2 . . .) such that 

Vi[x E Bi + XI= %I( M, fiBt( Bi)) and first( Bi+l)F %,( M, fitst( Bi))]. 

there are two cases: either there is a finite path from one state without an 
s-corresponding path from the other, or there is an infinite path without an s- 
corresponding path, but every finite prefix of this path has an s-corresponding path. 

In the first case, the path from s is finite, so the blocks are finite and there are 
only a finite number of them (say n). Consider the CTL formula: 

[. . . U%,( M, fir&( B”))] . . .]. 

It is clear that sl=dl+,(s, t) along the path BIB*. . . B,. However, if tl=dl+,(s, t), then 
path that can be partitioned into blocks B’, L such that Vi[vc B++ 
fiISt(Bi))]- Since every state in Bi satisfie rst( Ei)), the inductive 
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hypothesis and the definition of El gives Bi E, Bi. Therefore, this path from t 
s-corresponds to the path from s, a contradiction. We conclude that t@&(s, t). 

In the second case, we start by showing that the path from s has only a finite 
number of blo by using an argument based on K&rig’s Lemmae We can construct 
a tree rooted at t such that ttr . . . tn is a path through the tree if and only if there 
is a path in the Kripke structure 

tup . . . upt*v, . . . v& . . . t" 

that s-corresponds to a prefix of the path from s with B: = (tu, . . . up), Bi = 
(tg& . . . vJ, and so on. Now, if the path from s has an infinite number of blocks, 
this tree must have an infinite number of nodes. Otherwise, if the tree had n nodes, 
there could be no path of len + I, so the first n + 1 blocks of the path from s 
would have no s-corresponding path from t. Since the Kripke structure is finite, we 
also know that this tree must be finitely branching. Therefore, by I&rig’s Lemma, 
there must be an infinite path through the tree. But this implies that there is an 
infinite path from t that can be divided into an infinite number of blocks that 
correspond to the blocks of the path from s, so there is a path from t s-corresponding 
to the path from s, violating our assumption. Therefore, the path from s has only 
a finite number of blocks. 

So, suppose that there are n blocks, all of which are finite except the last. Consider 
the CTL formula: 

d,+,(s, t) = WM first(Bd) A EW,(M fi~tUMNJWM, fWW 

A E[. . .U EG$(M, first( B,))]. . .] 

It is clear that sl=d,,,(s, t) along the path B1B2.. . B,,. However, if ti=dl+,(s, t), then 
there is a path that can be partitioned into blocks BiBG. e . BL such t 
blocks are finite except Bk and Vi[ v E Biavt %$(M, fimt( Bi))]. Since every state in 
Bi satisfies %?I( AK, first( Bi)), the inductive hypothesis and the definition of El gives 
Bi El B:. We can also divide the infinite blocks B,, and Bk into an infinite set of 
blocks containing one state each. Therefore, this path from t s-corresponds to the 
path from s, so we have a contradiction. We conclude that te”d,+,(s, t). 

Now, these d,+,(s, t) describe the existence or nonexistence of a single path along 
which some %, formulas hold. By the definition of s El+, v, every path from s has 
an s-corresponding path from v along which the same %$ formulas hold and vice 
versa. Therefore, s E,+, v3vtdl+,(s, t). 

Therefore, the lemma is true. 0 

Theorem 4.4. Given a Kripk structure M with initial state so, there is a CTL formula 
F(M, so) that characterizes that structure up to E-equivalence with respect to stuttering, 
i.e., M’, &I= F(kF, so)eso Es&. 

roof. For any state s in M, let sl, . . . , sp be the extended successors of s, where an 
extended successor is a state that is not E-related to s and is reachable from s along 



a path consisting entirely of states that 
G( M, s), which describes all of the tran 
is convenient to use the week arntil operator, 
differs from the ordin until in that it permi 
state satisfies the first ument. So now: 

G( M, s) = 

si) AEG 
1 

3) 

if stEG%(M, s), 

s)W V %(M, si) nlEG i 1 
otherwise. 

Let F( M, sO) be the formula %( sJn&AG(%( s)*G( M, s)). The correctness 
of F(M, sO) is an easy consequence of the next two lemmas and Theorem 4.2. 0 

ma 45 sI= F( M, s). 

f. Since every state is trivially equivalent to itself, sk %(M, s) is true by 
Lemma 4.3. Therefore, if s8t F( M, s), then there is a t E M such that stEF( %( M, t) A 
1G(M, t)). Let u be a state reachable fp-.n s that satisfies %‘( M, t) A lG(M, t). By 
Lemma 4 is condition implies tE V, so t and t) must satisfy the same CTL 
formuias rem 4.2). We will show that tk+TG(M, t), giving a contradiction. 
There are four cases. 

t)U%(M, w)], for some extended successor of t, w. By the 
nded successor, there is a path from t to w and the states on this 

path are E-related to t. Lemma 4.3, these states must satisfy a( M, t). Since 
his path satisfies %( M, t)U%( M, w), which is a contradiction. 

t) is a conjunct of G(M, t) if and only if 

t) is a conjunct of G( M, t) if and only if 
ave an immediate contradiction. 
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Therefore, the I mma is true. Cl 

ILemm .6. IfsI=F(M, t) and s’bF( 

nce s Es’ if and only if s s’ for all I* 0, we -will prove s 
t) implies s Ets’ 

Basis (1 = 0): Since sI== F t) and therefore A== 
s) = 2(t) = S??(d). Therefore, s EO s’. 

t) and 

e that the result is true for 1 We will now show it for I+ 1. 
-We want to show that every path 7r from r has an s-corresponding path s’ from 

s’. (The proof of the dual is identical.) We only need to consider finite paths sine 
an argument using K&rig’s Lemma and similar to the one in the proof of Lemm 
4.3 can be used to show that any infinite path without an s-corresponding path must 
have a prefix without an s-corresponding path. We will use induction on the len 
of tr to prove the slightly stronger result: If 1~16 n, then there is an s-correspond 
path z-’ such that, for some v E M, last( v)k F( M, v) and last( q’)k F( M, 0). 

Basis (1~ = 1): In this case, 7r = (s). Let Bt =(s) and a’= B’, = (s’). By the outer 
inductive hypothesis, sf= F(M, t) and s’I= F(M, t) imply s E, s’, so B, El Bi. There- 
fore, the paths s-correspond. Since the last states of each path satisfy F(M, t), the 
base case is trae. 

Induction: Assume the result for 1~1 s n. Suppose that v = ssrs2 . . . s,,, a path of 
length n+ 1. Now, ssls2.. . s,,_~ is a path of length n, so, by the inner inductive 
hypothesis, there is an s-corresponding path tr’ such that last( +)kF( M, 8) and 
s,,_,k F(M, t)) for some o E M Let B, B2.. . B,,, and B’,B; . . . Bk be the partitions 
that show that these paths s-correspond. There are three cases. 

(1) sJ# Q(M, 0). Since sn+ t=F( M, v), we can infer that s,,_+ 
WVi %( M, wi)], where the wi are the extended successors of tr. Sine 
path along which %( M, V)WVi %( M, wi) holds and since S, does not satisfy %( M, u), 
we conclude that there must be an extended successor of y x, hat s,k %(M, x)~ 
Since s, is a successor of snB1, it must satisfy afl of the rmulas that snwl 
satisfies, so s,J=F( M, x). 

)l=F(M, v) we can infer that last(?r’)k%( 
x)]. Therefore, there is a path sis;. . . si where s: = Ilast( 

v) J, and sit= %( M, x). Now let 

‘IT= B l.. . B,,,(s,,) and &= Is;. . . B6_,(B~, si.. . s;i-,)(sk). 

Since s,, and si both satisfy F( x), the outer induction hypothesis g 
Simtlarly, since all the st B,,,, Bb, and (ss.. . si-,) satisfy F( 
all El-related to each other. erefore, rr and rr’ s-correspond with la 



o satisfy all of the AG formulas, sit=: F( 
othesis, s, EI si. So if we let 3m+I = (s,) and Bk+ s s-correspond. 
) s,,l=%(M, v) and vb+EGQ( 21). By the reasoning above, s,i;F( 

last( B’,). Therefore, ?r s-co nds to V’ with the same partition 
s, is added to B,. 

We must also show that the blocks of the 
is case (3), in which we might add an infini 
this case, each of the s 
number of states to t 
first(B,)t F(A$ v), first(&)F7EG 
all of the blocks of the partition 

Therefore, the lemma is true. 

are finite. The 0 problem 
of states to % 61 of 7t. In 

e add an infinite 
e true. But since 

a contradiction. Therefore, 

43Dr&wy 432x39 Wo stru&ures and A#’ with initial states so and s& respectively, 
sO Es& if and onl’p ifp for all CTL* fomukas f without the nexttime operator, M, s,+f e 
M’, sbk$ 

res M and M’ with initial states so and s& respectively, 
out the nexttime opmtor that is true in one and 
a formula of Cl2 without the nexttime operator 

one and fake in the other. 

equivalence 

In this section we show how to compute the relation for equivalence with respect 
to stuttering for states within a single Kripke Structure M The method that we 

t is polynomial in the number of states of M. To determine equivalence 
n states in two different Kripke structures and M2, we form a Kripke 

structure 2 that is the disjoint union of these structures and check equivalence 
be n the corresponding states in the combined structure. 

construct a relation C on S x S that is identical to the relation E defined in 
Section 4. C = n, C, where i& is defined as follows: 

= ((s, s’) 1.3?(s) = z!?(s’)}; 
order to define C n+l we must first define the set NEXT,+~(S) of extended 

success03 of s. define this set in terms of the set ST,+,(s) of stvtte states 
of s. ST,+,(s) = Uk STi+Js), where 

1 (s)[s”+ s’] A s’ c, s} 

EXTn+l(S) = (s’l s’e S”E STn+,(s)[s”+ s’]}. 



We will also use a predicate 
only states in ST,(s). 

Pn( s) that is true iff there is a cycle containin 

Now we can define Cn+# as follows: 

c n+l = ((4 s’)l~p~+t(s) = p,+*(d) A s e, s’ 

S1 E NEXT,+*(S) NEXT,+&‘)[& 

A Vs: E NEXT,+&‘)~S~ E NEXT,+~(S)[S~ C, s’,]}. 

The proof that the relation C constructed above is actually equal to the relation 
E defined in Section 4 is tedious but straightforward and will not be given in this 
paper. Since the inductive structures of the defini ions of the two relations are 
different, it is necessary to split the proof into two parts: the first part shows that 
C E Ei for every i; the second part shows that E s Cr for every i The intuition 
behind the proof is easy to understand. ST,(S) gives the set of states that are 
C,-equivalent to s and can be reached from s along a path containing states which 
are all C,,-equivalent. Given a path v starting at s, the first block of that path in 
the definition of E is determined by the prefix of w in ST,(s). 

Computing ST, requires time O(lSl’). Computing C,+* given C,, requires time 
O(lSr) since at most ISI’ pairs of states must be checked and each pair requires 
O(lSl’) time to check. The algorithm terminates as soon as C, = C,,+, . Since at any 
previous step S the number of equivalence classes of Ck+, is strictly greater than 
the number of equivalence classes of Ck and since C has at most ISI equivalence 
classes, there are at most ISI steps in the construction of C. It follows that the 
complexity of the entire algorithm is O(lSl’,. 

If we replace each equivalence class of C by a single state, this algorithm can 
also be used to minimize the number of states in the structure. 

6. Conclusion 

The results of our paper have a number of surprising implications. For example, 
if a specification of a finite-state concurrent program in CTL* is sufficiently detailed 
SO that there is only one program (modulo one of our notions of equivalence) that 
meets the specification, then an equivalent specification could have been written in 
CTL instead. Another surprising consequence is that if a CTL* formula is not 
equivalent to any CTL formula, then it must have an infinite number of mutually 
inequivalent finite models. To see that this result is true, we first observe that since 
CTL* has the finite-model property, it must be the case that if two C 

the same finite models, they 
erwise, if fi had an infinite mod 

of CTL* [7]. Therefore, we can characterize a CTL* formula by the set of finite 
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models in which it is satisfied. If a CTL* formula is satisfied by only a 
of equivalence classes of finite models, then the formula is e uivalent to the 
disjunction of the CTL formulas that characterize the indivi ual equivalence classes. 

There are a number of directions for further research. First, from our construction, 
it appears that the characteristic formula of a Kri ht be quite large. 
It would be nice to have a lower bound 0% the s a in terms of the 
size of the Kripke structure. Also, we conjecture that the O(lSl”) algorithm in Section 
5 can be improved significantly. Finally, it would be interesting to see which of our 
results carry over to Kripke structures with fairness constraints, i.e., Biichi automata. 
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